The Effect of the Initial State of the Droplet Group on the Energy Conversion Efficiency of Self-Propelled Jumping.
The essential characteristic of the self-propelled jumping droplet is the jumping velocity, which determines its application value in heat transfer enhancement, antifrosting, self-cleaning, and so on. The jumping velocity is directly related to the energy conversion efficiency (i.e., the ratio of jumping kinetic energy surface energy released by coalescence to surface energy released by coalescence) and it is affected by the initial state of droplets but there is no unified theory to describe the relationship between the initial state of droplets and the energy conversion efficiency. In this paper, the projection of the initial chemical potential and the final chemical potential difference of droplets in the direction of jumping is defined as jumping potential by theoretical analysis of the chemical potential evolution. The effects of droplet number, distribution, and radius ratio on energy conversion efficiency can be synthetically characterized by jumping potential. The larger the jumping potential is, the higher the energy conversion efficiency is. Finally, the rationality and universality of the jumping potential are verified by numerical simulations and comparison with previous studies. The jumping potential can explain phenomena that cannot be explained in previous studies and can provide a synthesis critical value of droplet jumping.